Installation Instructions
1. Remove the protective plastic film from the product surface
2. Fasten onto drywall using screws included. Using a screw driver, install the screw through the pre-drilled mounting holes into your drywall. If you have Screw Caps, put them onto the screws prior to mounting. You do not need to hit studs nor use wall anchors.
3. For mounting onto other wall types such as masonry, etc use appropriate fasteners/anchors sold elsewhere.

Helpful Hints
- Do not over tighten screws
- For larger panels, the interior area of the panel may have some flex after being mounted to a wall. Double-faced foam tape may be used on the back side of the panel to eliminate this flex.
- If you have ordered Screw Caps, put them on the screws first before putting the screws into the wall
- To avoid scratching, do no drag the magnets across the board. Instead, lift the magnets off the board and then place them at their new desired position.

FAQ
Q: How can I match the color of the screws with my MagPanel™?
A: We sell matching color Screw Caps, which cover the heads of the screws

Q: How do I attach fabric/wallpaper/graphic to my MagPanel™?
A: Attaching your own fabric, wallpaper or graphic onto the MagPanel is a great way to customize it’s appearance:
1. Use a spray adhesive to attach your material to the MagPanel™. There are many types of spray adhesives, such as 3M brand. Consult your local fabric store, craft store or hardware store for the best spray adhesive recommended for the type of material you are attaching.
2. Try to use the thinnest material you can. The thicker the material, the more the magnetic holding strength will be reduced. Generally speaking most people don’t notice much of a magnetic strength reduction with typical thin materials.
3. To mount your finished MagPanel™ onto your wall, either poke the mounting screws thru the material and use the existing mounting holes of the MagPanel™ OR attach the MagPanel™ to the wall using a construction adhesive (like Liquid Nails™ or PL™ brand).

Easy Mounting
Fastening into hollow wall with included mounting screws

Alternate Mounting (not required)
Fastening into wall stud
Fastening into hollow wall

Any questions or problems, please contact us:
Gupta Permold Corporation
Consumer Goods Division
diamondLife™ Brand
234 Lott Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
USA
Ph: 1.888.98.DGEAR (983.4327)
Fx: 412.793.1055
Email: help@diamondlifegear.com
Store: diamondlifegear.com

Find hundreds of more great work space enhancement products at www.diamondlifegear.com

Doing a common thing uncommonly well, brings success.

Welcome to the diamondLife™
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